Empire Of The Dead: Arisen, Book 8
Synopsis

Alpha Team Battles Its Greatest Nemesis With Juice in heavy contact on the do-or-die shore mission, Ali in a blistering sniper duel over the South Atlantic, and Homer all alone and massively outnumbered deep beneath the keel of the JFK, the Alpha operators are in the fight of their lives - against tactically outstanding, pain-invulnerable, and utterly merciless Spetsnaz commandos and with no guarantees about who will be left standing at the end.... The JFK Clings to Survival

Perilously low on ammo, fuel, planes, pilots, and options, and seemingly outmaneuvered at every turn, the beleaguered John F. Kennedy engages in a lethal game of cat and mouse with the gigantic and weapons-bristling Russian battlecruiser - with not just their lives on the line but the lives of everyone on the planet.... One Troop Fights Furiously to Hold the Center As London comes under unrelenting siege, Jameson and the Royal Marines face down a lightning-fast and terrifyingly uncontrolled outbreak in CentCom's Strategic Command Center - the beating heart of humanity's last defenses against the dead - and with no one but them standing in the way of total collapse and utter devastation....
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Customer Reviews

Michael Stephen Fuchs pens the crackling military adventures; Glynn James is the British horror meister. Put them together, and it's like the literary version of Voltron or Reese's Pieces, when mechanical lions or chocolate and peanut butter combine forces, and the sum becomes mightier than the individual parts. Fuchs and James co-author the wildly popular Arisen series, maybe the
most unputdownable military zombie apocalypse arc ever. Here’s where Arisen, Book 7: Death of Empires left off (and if you haven’t yet read Book 7, why, for Fuchs’ sake, are you reading this?). As Fortress Britain, last bastion of humanity, succumbs to wave after wave of zombie incursions, the tunnelers escort Rebecca Ainsley and her children across a chaotic London. In the South Atlantic, Operation Secunda Mortem - the ongoing mission to deliver a zombie vaccine - is jeopardized by the JFK supercarrier’s detour for a desperate supply run. Compromised by a floundering chain of command, the JFK has been outmaneuvered silly by a sneaky Russian battlecruiser. Alpha team - composed of the world’s most badass, last-surviving, banded-together Tier 1 operators from the Navy SEALs, the Activity, Delta, and the SAS - has scattered on various solo assignments. Navy SEAL Homer embarks on his undersea mission to disarm and detach suspected limpet mines off the JFK’s hull. Juice, formerly of The Activity, and his squad of MARSOC Marines - deployed to the South African shore on that supply run - are trapped in a naval depot warehouse in a close quarters firefight with the deadly Spetsnaz. And 1st Sgt. Aaliyah Khamsi, elite Delta sniper, has volunteered for a CSAR (Combat Search-and-Rescue) mission to retrieve a shot-down pilot. Expect things to expeditiously get more dire. SPOILERS now? Maybe.
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